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Dishonored death of the outsider malchiodi safe code



Looking for a security code outsider in the disgraced death? This disgraced death outsider Safe Codes Combination Guide lists all the safes we've discovered so far, code to unlock them, what they contain and other information needed so you can loot your way through Karnaca with ease. As with previous disgraced
games, the disgraced death of an outsider has a number of goodies locked in a safe. Most missions include at least one. Sometimes it is close to the clue or puzzle you need to solve, other times you do not receive information until later in the level. Below is a list of every safe we've discovered so far, and a combination
to use it. Disgraced Death Outsider Safe Combination Guide Mission 1 Safe Combination: 451 Location: If you get a hint near Bone Charm, it's in the room above you. Return to the sewers like an area and climb pipes to enter through the window. You'll find a clue in the sauna later. You read books over the men's table
in his house. Mission 2 Safe Combination: N/ Location: It can be found inside Shan Yun's house, you have to enter the story. You can learn a secret knock at a florists shop. Tip: There's an electrified room in his house. Disable traps using a whale oil container, which can be found in a nearby room with a shattering door.
If the traps are disabled to loot Release Thy Golden Locks, Gloriana's entry in one of the glass cases, it is a musical note that you put on music equipment. Go upstairs and use it on the audio schedule to open the safe. Mission 3 Vault Safe Combinations: Left to Right When You Enter - 011, 235, 813, 455, 891 Location:
This is the very end of the bank mission, inside the vault with 6 different safes. I found it on Reddit. Mission 3 Lockerbox Safe Combinations Christofer Jeorge Safe: - 379 Morgan Yu Safe: 315 (Gem is contract) Luigi Galvani Safe: 287 (the day Dr. Galvani met Anton Sokolov on the 28th day of the Month Of High Cold)
Location: Inside the bank. When you reach the atrium and disable electrified gardens, take the elevator down to the Lockbox level. The head of security is in room 3 of the security safe. Dr. Galvan's safe is his birthday. 315 is the amount of coins Morgan Yu had at the bar. 379 Mission 5 Malchiodi Safe Combination: 962
Location: Marked optional purpose during the final mission Clue: Symbols on the wall give you the code if you know we missed our disgraced Death Outsider Safe Combination Guide please comment and we can do so as soon as possible. The death of outsiders on 15 December 1945, when he was a member of the It
Death Outsider Safe Combination Guide lists all the safe's we've discovered so far, code to unlock them Posted September 15, 2017 by Blaine Smithin's disgraced Death Of An Outsider Guides, Game Guides disgraced Death Outsider Contract Guided: Death of an Outsider features an exciting and rewarding voluntary
objective system called Contracts. This Disgraced Death Outsider Contract Guide Tells You How to Open a New Posted On September 15, 2017 by Blaine Smithin Dishonored Death of an Outsider Guides, Game Guides to the Disgraced Death of an Outsider – Kill an Outsider or Release Outsider presents players with
the critical choice of Kill an Outsider or find another way, Release Outsider. This guide tells you what you need to do to finish so Posted September 15, 2017 by Blaine Smithin Dishonored Death of an Outsider Guides, Game Guides How To Get Into the Black Market Disgraced Death Outsider Mission 4Black Market
Returns to Mission 4 and It Says You Need a Key, or You? This guide will tell you how to get into the Black Market disgraced death of an Outsider in Mission 4, so you can loot all tags: Game Guides, PC Guides, PlayStation 4 Guides, Xbox One Guides Comments, A safe combination. There are combinations to find
entire games for the disgraced franchise and their respective DLCs used to open safes and certain locked doors. In Disgraced and the DLC, these codes are often one specific code or one of some codes. In disgraced 2, safe combinations are mostly random. Below is a list of all the combinations found in the franchise.
Disgraced combinations combined mission location and description 4 5 1 disgraced safe sewers last place where Corvo Attano gets his gear. There's a note nearby about a man named Jell-O. The combination is found looking past empty bottles on the shelf behind the safe. 28 7 High Supervisor Campbell Seif in Dr.
Galvan's office. The clue is at Dr. Galvan's house. Reading your magazine tips that his favorite numbers are a combination. The code is also written in the corner of one of his slabs displaying a drawing of the whale. 2 1 7 High supervisor Campbell Locked kennel door in kennel under high office. The clue is in the kennel
cell with two prisoner's body. 2 0 3 High Supervisor Campbell Barracks Safe Monitor's Back Yard. The combination can be found in three different places: an alley along Holger Square; In note of the canteen; and a safe on the left of the bed. It can also be restored from a supervisor called Berthold, if Corvo decides to
rescue him and his sister Elsa from his fellow state supervisors. 1 3 8 / 6 9 68 7 9 House of Pleasure Safe Art Dealer's Apartment. This combination is given when he is being listened to in the Golden Cat, provided that Corvo has first visited the safe or slackjaw has given Corvo another mission. 4 7 3 Royal Doctor
Pratchett is safe at his house near Kaldwin's Bridge. A tip is given to note reminiscent of Pratchett finding a number of each paintings in his house: a crowded place, a shipping yard and a whaling ship. 2 9 4 Royal Doctor Ship protection destroyed behind the building where the prisoner's baggage is located near sokolov
manor. Corvo will be given a combination if he forbids the prisoners from the wall of light. 9 3 5 Return to tower lord regent hiram burrows' safe in his private quarters at Dunwall Tower. The combination is given to Corvo by the Propaganda Officer so that he can meet a non-lethal target. The propaganda officer was found
on the radio station. 4 2 8 Flooded area Underwater safe in central Rudshore in the early flooded area. The combination can be learned from a note found in an abandoned building, the last bridge leading to the Daud base near the River Krust cluster. 5 2 8 In the flooded district, the sewers of the old port area are safe.
The clue is next to the safe, along with Thirteen Months, the book needed to solve it. Dunwall City Trials combines a combined mission location and description of Random Burglar - Expert safe room with views of stairs, on the second floor. The combination is created randomly between each playthrough but a clue can
be found on the second floor. The code is written on the third floor, around a broken window. The first number is at the bottom left one, the second brick wall behind it and the third in the middle of the top frame. Knife Dunwall combinations combined mission location and description Randomor3 8 5 / 5 2 97 2 8 / 9 2 8
Captain Industry safe guard house, near the wall of light. When Daud purchased favor at the beginning of the mission, the marker is added, and the combination can be found in the slaughterhouse wall over the yard, behind the shattering wood. The combination is completely random and can only be derived by wall
control. If the favor was not purchased, the combination can be found on the note located underwater, below the cargo boat on the right of the slaughterhouse yard. This is one of four combinations listed on the left. 5 1 2 A Captain of Industry Safe in Rothwild's office. The im clue is the damage report code note, which
sets out the number of injuries and fatalities over the past week. Brigmore Witches combinations Combined Mission Location and Description 1 6 5 / 2 3 83 8 7 / 4 0 85 7 2 / 6 6 97 7 4 / 8 3 78 7 3 / 9 8 4 Dead Angers locked doors in the engine room under the textile grinder, can be accessed through a mill cellar or
sewer system. The code can be by concluding a transaction with either Nurse Trimble or Geezer (in this case, the last number must be guessed), or find a note in the Hatter mechanic's apartment. The key to the locked cabinet containing the note can be found in the corpse of a mechanic in the sewer. Dishonored 2
combinations combined mission location and description 4 5 1 long day dunwall doctor galvani safe laboratory space in his new apartment near Dunwall Tower. The code can be found by collecting Sokolov's painting from the wall. Random (do not use numbers 0, 8 or 9, do not repeat the numbers) The world edge safe
can be found on the third floor of the Overseer Outpost of Campo Seta Dockyards. Next to the safe is a book, Seven Strictures, which is used to help solve the clue set on the note next to the room. Random Edge world winslow safe store competition safe. The combination is from a note on the store's cash register.
Random The Good Doctor Safe on a dilapidated floor overlooking Addermire's main lobby. The combination is in a nearby note. Random Good Doctor Safe Near Vasco's office. The combination can be given by Vasco himself or in a note on his body. Random Clockwork Mansion Seif Correy Brockburn's apartment in
Lower Aventa. The combination is written behind a bottle of a nearby plaque. Only two digits are legible; the third must be guessed. Random Clockwork Mansion gate over the rail line clockwork Mansion. The code is on the top floor of the Upper Aventa Surveillance Department. Random Royal Conservancy safe blood fly
infected lecture hall in Cyria Gardens. The combination is sold by a black market store. Random (first number is 4) Dust District door black market store on Valia Street. The first number is alluded to in the note, and the last two have been found on a redirected date of a nearby calendar. 2 3 8 A Crack plate safe with
blood-infested storage room oven. Burn the wolf dog's body in the past to remove the first current time of the blood fly. In its place, an open safe with a code will appear. You can also use the room to find the code at the alternative time. Random (second number is 7) plate Combination learning door at Stilton Manor. You
can find it in an earlier version of study door combination. 1 2 3 Grand Palace Seif Carlos Marletto's apartment. The code can be found in the safe of Marletto's silver graffiti across from the safe. Random Grand Palace First Captain's Safe. The code is in the letter found in the Duke's office. 4 5 1 Death of Empress
Galvani safe again. The code can be found in the same place as before, although there is no painting way this time. Death of strangers Combined mission location and description 4 5 1 One Last Fight Safe in Robbie's apartment near the beginning of the mission. The combination is given the number of books for each
part over the scoreboard, along with the idea that it has been given a note in the Dropped Off Stakes for your place. 3 9 8 Follow the ink on the door of the Upper Cyria black market store. By moving through a nearby ventilation shaft with foresight, the combination can be read from the board on the other side of the door.
Random Follow The Ink Safe cristofer jeorge's office. Jeorge gives Billie a combination when she gives him evidence linking Ivan Jacob to the murder of Eleuterio Cienfuegos. 3 1 5 Bank Job Safe Named Morgan Yu in Dolores Michaels Deposit &amp; Loan bank. The combination is the amount of coins Yu had when he
first arrived in Karnaca, which is revealed in the contract from Rags to Riches to Rags, available in a black market shop. 3 7 9 Bank Work jeorge's safe Dolores Michaels Deposit &amp; Loan Bank. 2 8 7 Bank work dr. Galvani's safe Dolores Michaels Deposit &amp; Loan Bank. 0 1 1 * Bank Job Jindosh's safe, left-the-
safe main vault Dolores Michaels Deposit &amp;amp; Loan Bank. 2 3 5 * Bank Job Second From Left Safe Main Vault Dolores Michaels Deposit &amp;amp; Loan Bank. 8 1 3 * Bank Job Third From Left Safe Main Vault Dolores Michaels Deposit &amp;amp; Loan Bank. 4 5 5 * Bank Job Safe right in Jacobi's and Shan
Yun's main vault dolores Michaels Deposit &amp;amp; Loan Bank. 8 9 1 * Bank Job Right-Safe Main Vault Dolores Michaels Deposit &amp;amp; Loan Bank. Random A Hole in the World Gate inside the main entrance to Shindaerey North Quarry. The code is written in the supervisor's letter. 9 6 2 A Hole in the World
Safe in Malchiodi's room. The code will be revealed through the signage in his room. * All five combinations must have input, after which all five safes will open simultaneously and automatically. Trivia's first safe combination found in the disgraced, disgraced 2 and death of the Outsider, 451, is an ongoing reference to
what began as a System Shock game series by now defunct game company Looking Glass Studios whose disgraced co-creative director Harvey Smith worked. This reference has also been observed in more games with ex-employees of Looking Glass Studios. On the mission of Bank Job, the safe owned by Morgan
Yu in the bank is a reference to the protagonist of Prey, the game Arkane Studios. The combination , 315, is a reference to March 15th, the day Morgan Yu seems to relive the game. The connection content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Noted.
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